Atrial Fibrillation, the Stomach and Visceral Manipulation
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common type of cardiac arrhythmia which results in
over 5 million office visits per year and hundreds of thousands of hospitalizations. AF
appears three times more frequently in individuals over 70 years of age and more
frequently in men. With increasing life expectancy AF-related stroke is a growing global
concern.
AF does not seem to be associated with food or caffeine consumption. However, it is
associated with the appearance of multiple illnesses.
The stomach and the heart share a converging neural connection via the vagus
nerve. In addition to the common physical neural connection, ghrelin, which is a peptide
hormone produced mainly by cells in the fundus of the stomach, suppresses cardiac
sympathetic nerve activity. In a phenomenon referred to as “cross-organ sensitization”
the neural stimulation of one organ is capable of exciting or inhibiting the other organ
through convergent neurons in the CNS. Cross-organ sensitization is accumulating a
growing body of research. For example, the distention of the stomach has been shown
to activate spinothalamic tract neurons. In an animal study on rats researchers
discovered that introducing a “noxious” substance into the pericardium and/or
distending the stomach activated 85% of the “gastrocardiac convergent neurons”. A
bilateral vagotomy did not have any effect on the activation of these neurons.
In 2012 A.J. de Koning, DO, an instructor for the Barral Institute and osteopathic
practitioner in Italy, was approached by a renowned Italian cardiologist for treatment
due to not being able to stand during long surgeries. The treatment was successful. He
invited De Koning to do research with 40 AF patients at his hospital and they observed
significant positive changes in patient outcomes.
The general listening (GL) on each of the 40 AF patients was to the left epigastric area
and the local listening (LL) was to the stomach (see discussion on GL and LL
below). De Koning used techniques developed and taught by Jean-Pierre Barral to
mobilize the parietal peritoneum relative to the anterior visceral peritoneum of the
stomach. Each patient was seen two to three times, however, many were
asymptomatic after only one session and many were able to discontinue use of
pharmaceutical drugs that had been necessary for the management of their AF.
De Koning was able to teach the cardiologist how to perform these simple maneuvers
and on one occasion, prior to a cardiac surgery, the surgeons could not lower a
patient’s heart rate below 200bpm. This cardiologist did the stomach mobilization
technique and it brought the heart rate down to 100bpm.
As a result of the success of this study De Koning and the cardiologist launched a new
clinic in Rome, which is the first of its kind. They are providing both conventional
cardiac treatment along side of osteopathic treatment to patients suffering with AF.

In mobilizing the stomach De Koning et al., 2012, hypothesize they were having an
effect on the terminal rami of the vagus nerve stimulating the afferent gastric vagal
innervation creating a viscera-visceral reflex. This reflex, it is hypothesized, is then
delivered to the solitary nucleus (NTS) and/or nucleus ambiguus (NA) creating a central
convergence. The NA provides neural input that affects the respiratory sinus
arrhythmia. In an animal study on rats it was demonstrated that the NA is able to inhibit
gastric motility via the vagus nerve. In addition to the NA providing a possibly
mechanism the neurons in the NTS might also be contributing due to their role in the
“…gastric vago-vagal reflex control circuitry”.
In light of the studies by Qin et al., 1992-2012, it is possible this affect is due to other,
lesser known gastrocardiac converging neurons.
A relationship between the stomach and heart is not an unknown phenomenon as
postprandial angina pectoris is recognized for which convergent neurons provide a
possible mechanism.
A.J. de Koning is finalizing his research and preparing it for publication.
Here is the link to a video filmed by Barral Institute Australia of Ron Mariotti presenting
at the Australian Osteopathic Association about Atrial Fibrillation and the research that
A.J. de Koning is working on.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_00ZizyYkI

